Subchronic treatment with fragments of beta-endorphin prevents electroencephalographic seizures and behavioral alterations induced by centrally administered beta-endorphin in the rabbit.
The effects of some beta-endorphin fragments with neuroleptic-like properties, i.e., tau-endorphin, des-tyr1-tau-endorphin (DT tau E), desenkephalin-tau-endorphin (DE tau E), in comparison with the dopaminergic antagonist haloperidol,- were studied on the EEG and behavioral alterations induced by beta-endorphin in the rabbit. beta-Endorphin administered i.c.v. (5-30 nmol) induced EEG nonconvulsive limbic seizures as well as EEG background and behavioral alterations which were antagonized by naloxone administered i.v. (1-2 mg/kg). Haloperidol, tau-endorphin, DT tau E and DE tau E were unable to prevent beta-endorphin-induced alterations when injected in a single dose i.v. (25-50 micrograms/kg), 15 min before beta-endorphin. Subchronic i.v. administration of DT tau E or DE tau E (25 micrograms/kg/day) for 4 consecutive days prevented completely EEG limbic seizures as well as EEG background and behavioral alterations induced by i.c.v. beta-endorphin injected 15 min after the fourth dose; however, haloperidol (30 micrograms/kg/day) administered with the same schedule as DT tau E or DE tau E was able to prevent only EEG epileptiform and EEG background alterations induced by beta-endorphin. tau-Endorphin administered i.v. for 4 consecutive days (25 micrograms/kg/day) did not consistently influence any of the beta-endorphin effects. Our results show that DT tau E and DE tau E, which are devoid of opioid activity, exert a strong antagonism on ictal seizures as well as on other EEG alterations and behavioral alterations induced by beta-endorphin, and suggest that the antagonism shown by these drugs and by haloperidol on the EEG effects induced by beta-endorphin are exerted at least in part through an indirect action, i.e., an interaction with the dopaminergic system.